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 There are a total of fifteen steering magnets in the LCLS injector.  The first (SC0) 
is part of the gun solenoid and is covered in the Gun Solenoid Design document 1.2-102.  
Three others are part of the gun spectrometer quadrupoles and are covered in the Gun 
Spectrometer Quadrupole Design document 1.2-112.  The remaining eleven are covered 
in this document with SC2-SC10 located in the injector beamline from L0-1 to L1 and 
the final two, SCS1-2 in the straight ahead beamline.  All correctors steer the beam in 
both the X and Y planes and are used to center the beam on the injector BPMs.  The 
position of steering magnets SC2-SC6 are shown in Figure 1.  All these correctors are 
mounted outside linac sections.  The position of steering magnets SC7-SC10 are shown 
in Figure 2.  These correctors are wrapped around 1” beampipe.  Correctors SCS1-2 are 
also wrapped on 1” beampipe in the straight ahead spectrometer region.  The design 
parameters for all these injector correctors are listed in Table 1.  An LCLS magnet 
specification sheet is listed for SC2 in Table 2 and for SC7 in Table 3. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1.  The LCLS injector L0-1 to L0-2 region is shown with the SC2-6 circled. 
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Figure 2.  The LCLS injector after TCAV01 is shown with the SC7-10 circled. 
 
 
 
 

Parameter Units SC2 SC3-4 SC5-6 SC7-10, SCS1-2
Nominal Energy MeV 6.2 61.6 135.5 135.5

Maximum Energy MeV 7.1 91.8 176.6 176.6
Length cm 15.0 15.0 15.0 7.5

Effective Length cm 27.5 27.5 27.5 10.3
Bore Diameter cm 12.5 12.5 12.5 2.8
Max Bend Angle mrad 10.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Max Pole Tip Field G 8.6 55.7 107.0 287.1
Maximum ∫Field Gm 2.4 15.3 29.4 29.4  

 
Table 1.  The design specifications for the injector correctors. 
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LCLS MAGNET 1-Mar-2004 MAD Deck: LCLS02MAR04  

Description: Injector Corrector 
Magnet common name (MAD 
deck): 

SC2 Operating point  

Magnetic type (dipole/quad): dipole nominal bend angle (mrad): 0 
Magnet bends in X or Y: X-Y upper-limit bend angle (mrad): 10 
Used as corrector magnet (yes/no): Yes lower-limit bend angle (mrad): -10 
LCLS accelerator area: Injector nominal excitation current (A): 0 
Z-location of cntr. wrt. cathode (m):  upper-limit excitation current (A):  
Nominal beam energy (MeV): 6.2 lower-limit excitation current (A):  
Upper-limit beam energy (MeV): 7.1 nominal integrated gradient (Gm): 0 
Lower-limit beam energy (MeV):  upper-limit integrated gradient (Gm) 2.4 
Magnet for LCLS only (yes/no): Yes lower-limit integrated gradient (Gm) -2.4 
New, Relocated, or Existing: New nominal pole-tip field (kG): 0 
Magnet  nominal bend angle (deg): 0 
design designation type:  nominal main coil voltage drop (V):  
magnet serial number:  pole width (cm)  
magnet "primary,micro,unit":  Installation  
effective magnetic length (m): 0.275 horiz. half-width stay-clear (mm):  
pole-tip radius (mm): 62.5 vert. half-height stay-clear (mm):  
main coil resistance (ohms):  field accuracy w.r.t. nom. (%):  
magnet is water-cooled (yes/no): No x alignment tol. (mm):  
includes trim-coil (yes/no): No y alignment tol. (mm):  
NA  z alignment tol. (mm):  
Power-supply  azimuthal roll tol. (mrad):  
power-supply name or type: MCOR sext field tol. (% @ r=20 mm):  
main supply "primary,micro,unit":  12-pole field tol. (% @ r=20 mm):  
Bipolar or Unipolar main supply: 2 channel 

Bipolar 
N TC's or klixons on magnet:  

rms regulation tol. of main (%): 0.1 NA  
approx. max. required current (A):  I vs B coeff's (Final or Temp below)  
approx. max. voltage of main (V):    
total magnets on main string (>0): 1   
NA    
    
controller type:    
needs Shunt, Boost, or Trim supply:    
trim supply is Bipolar or Unipolar:    
trim supply regulation tol (%):    
trim supply primary, micro, unit:    
trim supply max. current (A):    

Table 2.  The LCLS magnet specification table for SC2. 
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LCLS MAGNET 1-Mar-2004 MAD Deck: LCLS02MAR04  

Description: Injector Corrector 
Magnet common name (MAD 
deck): 

SC7 Operating point  

Magnetic type (dipole/quad): dipole nominal bend angle (mrad): 0 
Magnet bends in X or Y: X-Y upper-limit bend angle (mrad): 5 
Used as corrector magnet (yes/no): Yes lower-limit bend angle (mrad): -5 
LCLS accelerator area: Injector nominal excitation current (A): 0 
Z-location of cntr. wrt. cathode (m):  upper-limit excitation current (A):  
Nominal beam energy (MeV): 135 lower-limit excitation current (A):  
Upper-limit beam energy (MeV): 177 nominal integrated gradient (Gm): 0 
Lower-limit beam energy (MeV):  upper-limit integrated gradient (Gm) 29.4 
Magnet for LCLS only (yes/no): Yes lower-limit integrated gradient (Gm) -29.4 
New, Relocated, or Existing: New nominal pole-tip field (kG): 0 
Magnet  nominal bend angle (deg): 0 
design designation type:  nominal main coil voltage drop (V):  
magnet serial number:  pole width (cm)  
magnet "primary,micro,unit":  Installation  
effective magnetic length (m): 0.103 horiz. half-width stay-clear (mm):  
pole-tip radius (mm): 14 vert. half-height stay-clear (mm):  
main coil resistance (ohms):  field accuracy w.r.t. nom. (%):  
magnet is water-cooled (yes/no): No x alignment tol. (mm):  
includes trim-coil (yes/no): No y alignment tol. (mm):  
NA  z alignment tol. (mm):  
Power-supply  azimuthal roll tol. (mrad):  
power-supply name or type: MCOR sext field tol. (% @ r=20 mm):  
main supply "primary,micro,unit":  12-pole field tol. (% @ r=20 mm):  
Bipolar or Unipolar main supply: 2 channel 

Bipolar 
N TC's or klixons on magnet:  

rms regulation tol. of main (%): 0.1 NA  
approx. max. required current (A):  I vs B coeff's (Final or Temp below)  
approx. max. voltage of main (V):    
total magnets on main string (>0): 1   
NA    
    
controller type:    
needs Shunt, Boost, or Trim supply:    
trim supply is Bipolar or Unipolar:    
trim supply regulation tol (%):    
trim supply primary, micro, unit:    
trim supply max. current (A):    

Table 3.  The LCLS magnet specification table for SC7. 


